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Dedication

 Things happening in my life and things that i see give me the ideas to write them, i am not that good

with words but i try my best to show what i want readers to feel through my poems.
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About the author

 I am a High school student, and gonna participate

in the hurdles(competitive exams) in a month.

I like to play basketball

Writting poems in like a hobby to me.
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 Student Life

Sitting on a chair thinking things through 

Concentrating on thoughts other than the book

He is a student stepped in this competitive hood

Thought that it would be easy 

One maths problem  got him dizzy

He faced reality in his own way 

Faced new challenges and stand up again and again  

Some found there path some are on on their way

Some still searching what fuel their flames

Some thinking it gonna be okay but next they found that they are getting swayed 

By the time they find this it gets too late

But still fighting the world in their own way  

Hit by reality, pressure, anxiety dipression 

No one their to stand with them during that commotion

They starts to hide their emotion

Thinking this is the best solution 

People say nothing heals like time 

But we dont have that or we will get left behind

They go through so many faces in such less time

The age they feel love for the first time

Nobody cares about it except their friends and mind

Some say its just and excuse, Some say u r no worth to use

Some say its hormonal, other see this as trivial

No body cares about our feelings we just tried to kill them

We want someone in our life who can understand this everytime 

We will fall we will break

Yeah, We all make mistakes 

Dont be scared its okay 

Tomorrow is another day.

This is the age where we try 

Our thoughts and try hardest to fly 

We dont care about the result we just like to give it our all, we don't lie 

This is the best part where we grew 
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We flew, we think things through 

We fall we cry but our spirits never die 

We are students, this is our life
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 By your side

If u ever wanna cry 

Dont worry u have my shoulder 

U dont have to hide 

U can talk to me  

Bout anything 

I can be yours Ears my whole life 

  

  

Just know that its gonna be alright...
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 The Girl I like....

The girl i like 

Has the prettiest eyes 

The best smiles 

She shines so bright like the sun in the skies 

She is short accd to my height  

I like her hair  

And dont know why but just wanna play with them all day all night  

I wanna hug her  

Even as a friend 

When she is feeling down i wanna stick around 

If i may i want her to stay  

With me all day for any reason i pray 

I m happy if she is around  

I get sad when she feels down 
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 Boy sets foot in adult world

How can u miss someone u never met 

Its like u trying to forget  

One u never have 

U know u cant be there, forever  

This is life kiddo, u have to flow like a rever(as river) 

U will be scared and will fall 

U have to be strong and give it your all 

Thats just how it goes without saying  

U have to live in this world to find the meaning 

If u want to touch the skies, u have to break the wall 

U have to stay strong be a part of this hall(as part of the world) 

U sometimes be alone or in the dark  

But never loose the hope there will be a spark  

If u want help i will be there  

But u have to get up all on your own  

I know u will find a way to reach the destination 

I'll be waiting there to see that emotion  

  

How can u forget the one u had  

U have to become strong to Protect thad 
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 Feelings

Your r out my league  

But u r my type  

The reason i m loosing my sleeps at night 

U r in my head u r in my mind  

  

All day all night i m only thinking of u 

I have been so up tight about loosing u  

Even in my dreams U r like a queen  

A sky i only able to see, never able to reach  

  

U r so perfect i might not be worth it  

U r my dream i m chasing Without getting any sleep 

I m trying so hard, why u still feeeeel so far 

U want us to be friends but u r becoming so important , Everyday! 

I try so hard not to fall apart  

Seeing u everyday makes me wanna try to build a new start. 

Seeing u everyday making me feel like i can someone to somebody ye 

  

That smile of yours  

Those shinning eyes 

Those curly hairs and ur short height ? 

That glow When u did something for the first time  

And u became perfect cause u love anime  

  

Every song in my playlist remind me of u  

That pop up sound makes me happy too 

I smile whenever i m texting u 

??? 

  

  

I think my eyes our getting better now a days 

"Why?" 

Cause my eye's focus is always on u???
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 Soldier on a Battlefield 

  

Soldier on a battlefield  

I am a soldier 

Like a boulder 

Cant be broken, until gives a good fight 

I am a warrior who wants to see the next light 

In the hope that it will end tonight 

Wants to protect my motherland 

I am a part of a big band (army or navy or air force) 

There is nothing i want to yield 

My only dream is to be on a battle field 

Protecting my family is my way  

I will be there to provide the aid 

  

Its time to be on the way to the ground  

Afraid, and sad to leave my families around 

I saw my allies and the enemies getting swayed  

Frozed and dont want to be part of that  

Blood, bodies getting beat down 

I was frozen, broken down  

Still lead the way like a soldier  

And want to save who r not the killer  

  

How was it they asked? 

What made u stand and fight they asked? 

They dont know how stressed we were 

Traumatized, still on the fight  

Sad, in pain 

We knew there was nothing to gain 

But we fought in the hope we will see our families again 

We fought and fought 

Saw our friends dead bodied  

They dont know what it feels when the ones u make memories with become memories 
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U saw them dying and then u have to stand on them to fight again  

We fall we stand thats the life we spent 

..... 

Its better to be a lover than a fighter  

Cause whole life i have been fighting 

Its never be the same for me  

Cause its like i m in a dreaaaam 

I always wanted to be a fighter but who knows it will take things away from me  

  

But thats what made me strong  

cause i am a warrior and never will be alone 

I am a soldier  

Who spent his life in a battlefield  

Sometimes cant sleep and sometimes dont eat the meal 

Yeah its hard but when your name is written in stories 

Thats the way we should live that i believe
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 Thoughts...

How do i tell u i need u? 

U steal the breath from my lungs 

I got butterfly in my stomach  

Whenever i try to talk 

My heart beat touches the skies  

In a bolt but i still try to hide 

I don't know what u might be thinking  

But u are already in my heart  

I have already left the sea shore  

I have reached way too far 

There is no turning back now  

 Now its getting too dark  

I feel like i m in shadows 

Even in my own thoughts 

I m feeling a sudden heartache 

A heavy anonymous dark wave is getting me swayed 

Its feels like its gonna shatter to pieces 

But ur thoughts are holding it from getting break
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 Searching...

It beem so long that i m all by myself 

Running all around in my head 

Thinking turn into overthinking in a moment and i feel sad 

Wanted to cry for so long but trying to hold them back 

 Thinking of all my friends makes me glad 

Saying It's time to get up, lad 

  

  

I have to fight back or i will get swayed 

This is the moment i have to be my true self 

Making my mind that nobody gonna help 

Friends and family only gonna push u towards your goal 

We have to reach the destination by ourself 
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 Comfort zone..

Its so cold outside 

I just wanna be at home tonight 

Look at that passing time 

Can't i just sleep here, its past nine 

  

But u know u want to leave the zone

When u r thinking, home alone

Its eating you just a bit slow

U just hiding, but still wanna be a gold 

  

U know deep down

U cant just sit all day long, doing nothing seeing around

U have to get up and  become strong,u will fall but have to move on

have to Work hard from dusk till dawn
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 If I die..

If i die, please dont cry

Everyone should make a smile

Thinking about our whole life

Know that my soul is by your side

If its you, u will try to hide 

Breaking down, crying inside

Dont worry i m watching u all from up high 

If i die, I was happy with my life

I had u all, thats all i care 

Will be sad, because its time to disappear
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 Distorted 

Today i did something i shouldn't have 

I was clumsy about showing what was in my head

I cant decide what i should be doing next

Waiting everyday in search of something and found something else 

Every thing i do connects me to u 

I don't know how annoying i am becoming for you

How can u pretend, even after u know how this all gonna end

I cant think of a reason Why i am still your friend 

Even though u told me, u dont have feelings for me 

Why cant i still make mine's free?

I think i still hold them to dear 

Go to sleep everyday and praying for a magician to appear 
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 Oath..

I saw something

It was new beginning for the old me

The red string of fate that connect us both

I will always protect it, i took the oath...
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 Letter from heart...

I write stories and songs 

U are too dear, I Have feelings for so long

U settled in my heart like a siren's song

Singing all day about u, Never realised but u were there from the start 

Let's see what our future holds

I just hope to see u safe and sound

I can see neither your tears nor your wound

But i promise till the end of the world i will stick around.  

Now just hold up girl 

I know u wont lie 

But just wanna ask u

And Pls just dont make me cry 

Even if i ask this, i know what your ans be like 

But u know i cant hide 

First let me tell u the thing u asked

On that day why my heart was beating so fast?

Well u see i had a dream last night

U were leaning on my shoulders while the air was so tight

I said a line that was never in the vocabulary of mine

''isn't moon today lovely?" And u heard that right

And my heart Never stopped throbbing after that long night... 
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 Letter from us

In the mid of december  

I remember 

I had a dream  

You were in it with me, beside a tree 

We were enjoying spree  

U were the most beautiful thing i ever see 

I wanted to say it,but i know u were out of my league  

But the next moment u were like a dazzling light 

Shinning like a sun in the sky 

  

U said u wanted this moment to last forever  

I smiled and wanted us to be together 

We sat and smiled,laughed like it was the last day of our life  

And i knew it at that moment that i want u as my wife 

Today i wanted to say it  

Even if this ends today 

I like u is what i hold in my mouth 

But dont know why they wont come out 

That is why im writing this letter 

In the hopes of getting something better 

  

  

From the Girl 

I m in love with u from the day we met  

U were the reason i m single yet 

I get up early just to see u everyday 

U are the reason i smiled again 

And always searched your shoulder when in pain 

I wanted to say the three words for a long time 

Its was always u in my mind 

U dont know how happy i m  

After receiving your letter i cant face u again but i want u to know how i feel  

I think u are my first zeel... 
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 Alone..

U feel so far 

Left a big scar 

In the end, I am walking alone  

Broken and on a dark path
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 Meeting decided by our fate ..

I m trying crying not able to sleep  

Thought of walking outside to feel the breeze 

There i saw u my heart skipped a beat . 

  

U started running in my brain  

Next moment i wanna ask your name  

My voice started to stutter and i started to feel shame 

But u asked it right away  

I was flustered, but wanna talk with you anyway 

After some time u said that it got so late 

but all i was thinking is for u to stay  

I come here daily to meet u again  

But for the past days there is nothing to gain 

Today i saw you and it fuelled my flames(in refrence to feelings).... 

It felt like this all was part of our fate  

All these meeting were like that little piece from your favourite cake 

Those u love to eat but always save them to eat next day....
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 Cold nights

I used to thought the day time were the best 

Now i just think i was foolish 

Cold nights became my best friends 

I don't want these moments to ever end...
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 That one person...

Everything i like everything i hold is about you and never getting old 

Every memory with you is like a blessing from God 

You were the best present to me and you helped me no matter the odds 

I kept doing my best in the hope i can be a beautiful chapter in your life 

Cause you are the one the book of my life is all about
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 Its all you..

Walking down the street running in the park 

Everything just remind me of how far u are 

Every place i like has a memory of you in it  

Every part of my body wanna feel that warmth of it 

But in the end i was just some guy in that life of yours 

But now i only hope to be a happy part not a sorrow thought
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 Villain (a broken hero or a hero for the broken one)

Everybody love heroes cause they protect you from the zeroes 

But they leave everything for the good  

Doesn't matter if it was you or someone from the woods 

But let me tell you one thing  

I wanna be a loser 

Who can bring you everything  

I can fight..... For u  

Even If it take me to hell 

I wanna be a villain 

And i can trade you for the world. 

  

A hero can let go of you to protect the world butt a villain will let go of the world just for you even if
you didn't chose him in the end...
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 DESTINY 

Every moment u dream, will come true  

Dont worry my friend just see it through 

Slowly but your hard work will be rewarded 

Someday you will too get awarded 

Someone is always watching you  

They are always by your side 

Even if god leave you, that person is going to stick beside  

There will be time when u will feel like shit 

But remember stories like these often becomes hit
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 Ambivalent emotions

Sometimes i seek for others attention 

Sometimes just wanna hide 

Sometimes gets the urge to tell what i feel 

Sometimes likes to keep them inside 

Sometimes try to be the main character 

Sometimes i hate to even be a side character 

Cant decide on what i want  

Its getting pretty hard to stay strong  

 Sometimes just wanna run away 

Sometimes my heart tells me to stay 

I dont really want to be people expectations 

Sometimes i want them to feel that emotion 

Sometimes i hate myself 

Sometimes i hate those thoughts 

Sometimes i like to be alone  

But i want someone to drag me out of that hole 

These are some parts of mine  

Some know some observed but this is something i hate as well as want them to shine
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 Fighting!

I feel like i am falling  

Don't know how to survive 

Feel like i am breaking down  

Why these voices in my head getting so loud? 

I cant feel to keep them out 

Even though i am going, all out... 

Sorry to disappoint you all  

Sorry to push you all  

I just didn't wanna get everybody Falling with my fall 

But I didn't know how to break this huge wall 

Why cant I let go of these memories from my past all go? 

Why can't I seem to move on? 

I just need some time for my own 

  

Those old habits of mine keep coming back 

All these thoughts keep running in my head 

Can't seem to shake, slowly getting break 

Don't know what to say, so i tried to look away, realising i just kept running away 

  

All these voices in my head so loud 

And I can't seem to shut them out 

Sorry that I let you down  

But i swear to all, i will wear that crown
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 Falling Star

A falling star  

Even though it's falling it shines brighter even from so far 

It creates so many smiles on dull faces  

Even those with null cases 

Everyone joins their hands to make a wish 

This spree makes even sad people feel free 

It helps them forget about those old scars  

And makes them happy for some more hours 

A falling star  

Even though it's falling it shines brighter than other stars  

Even at its end moments, its filling those scars 

And after giving people hope it got lost in the infinite Sky Making a grand appearance at another
sight 

Putting a smile on there faces even in hard times.....
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 Truth and lies

If you gonna stay, stay here all night  

If you gonna leave, just leave, thats alright  

Dont wander, and make me smile  

Cause you know, its a fake, the real one died 

If you wanna watch, watch me cry  

Rejection doesn't hurt as much as your lies.. 

  

You must be sad from inside  

But there is nothing wrong with no reply 

The things which hurts the most are the lies 

  

No matter how happy it makes me 

No matter how glad i become  

Whether they are for the good or bad  

They only shatter and makes me sad 

  

Truth might tear me down  

But they are better than becoming a clown 

They might hurt me the most, but you dont have to hide them  

Cause they are better and lies are worst 

  

  

Lies might give you happiness 

But in future they will just make you sad 

Truth can result in sadness 

But they shows the reality, true happines 
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 Traveller 

I came across many roads towards my destiny 

I took the one i felt was the right  

Even though it didn't looked so bright 

It was full of hardships but i never gave up 

Never regretted my decision and still facing all my problems with "Yo! What's up?" 

  

There were times where i just wanted to run away 

But every problem i face gave me the will to stand and walk again 

Even though its far away, even if i cant see the end of my way 

I will keep moving forward, doesn't matter how many more days... 

(You will feel like that this poem is incomplete, actually this poem depicts the story of the traveller,
just like his journey is incomplete so is the poem.)
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 Reality Check

I got lost in you eyes 

My heart flutters when you smile 

You saying goodbye, but it told me to hold on for one more night 

  

We will see her face the moment sun shines 

Will have a chance to listen to the voice which soothes our mind 

But little do we know that it was a genuine good bye 

And will only get to see you for the one last time 

  

From then on, your texts were the only thing i see 

They were enought to make my day but also felt like a cold breeze 

Your voice over the phone was pleasing to my ears 

But that distance was making it all clear 

It was not able to reach my mind 

Your thoughts were controlling me like a stearing sometimes 

As well as they were very kind cause they were able to find me from time to time 

  

But they were making others feel like i wanna hide 

Behind a white slide, appearing as turning of the tide but broken inside 

So i put on a thick hide  

And showed only my beloved ones my genuine smiles 

And this is how i did a reality check on my side
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 My Own Space 

Why is this shit getting so loud  

The only thing i hear are screamings and some strange sounds 

Telling me to give up and to go die out  

You are neither usefull nor making us feel proud, proud... 

  

The more i hear, slowly does the time goes 

Filling up my mind and tearing me from inside just a bit slow 

Nobody care asking what is that that i want 

They keep spitting shit like i am a fucking robot 

  

But they ain't right i m gonna prove them wrong  

so just see it to the end, dont leave me alone 

  

A good living and big nose that's what you all want 

For something like that you are pushing me in black holes 

Never telling me on how to survive on my own 

Then why did you took all the credit for something that i worked so hard for? 

  

I was getting dragged in a race not of my own choice 

Even then i tried my best but it made me quiet 

A little love and appreciation was all that i yearned for 

But what i got were only your doubts and nights full of tear drops 

  

Nobody was there when i was crying my heart out 

But they expected me to be with them in there hide outs (like when they feel sad or down) 

I asked where were you when i felt down 

You know its a straight road not a maze, and i freaked out 

Now it became just a dark place that i started calling "MY OWN SPACE"
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 My Own Space (Part-2)

They say it's so big but mine ends inside these 4 walls 

I hear so many voices but what i see are just empty halls 

I thought i was important but now i feel like a doll 

The people who broked my trust are just some goofballs 

Who can't even use there hands to scratch cause they dont have any balls! 

  

They say it's a colourful world but all i see are black and white 

They pointed towards my old friends but now i get near sight 

Everybody thinks they are smiling but what i see are sharp fangs 

And they expect me, with them to do what! Shake hands? 

Hah...in your dreams 

  

That is why i created my own space  

No matter what i dont have to act fake 

I can do whatever the fuck i want 

No one can see it and i dont have anyone to hide from.
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 True Wealth 

I don't know why 

But i cant sleep properly these past nights 

Sometimes i am running, and sometimes i am falling from great heights 

Sometimes gets scared and sometimes i hear cries 

Sometimes sinking and sometimes getting up in middle of dark nights 

  

Yesterday i woke up in middle of my dreams 

The dreams that were too precious for the child inside me 

But slowly they feel like a race with endless laps 

Even if i go into deep sleep, the end line i might never able to see 

  

Those were okay, i thought they were part of everyones life 

But nowadays even my breathing subsides 

Firstly i thought they were the preparation for stepping into adult world 

They were making me stronger by making me jump through these hurdles 

  

I don't know why, but i am only seeing the dark sides 

Saw people running towards some paper and some were trying to hide 

Most of them died crying and few were laughing while throwing those notes like a die 

  

Is this the world they live in? I asked to myself 

And next moment i knew that something broked inside, that was used to be my true wealth 

But instead of running like those old fools  

I am gonna live my life by fixing what i think is the true guide 

I know that i also have to join the race  

Maybe not today but tomorrow  

But i don't wanna be a part of those crying face  

Instead i will try to live my life like those few happy case
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 I Wish

I wish i could be mirror 

Then you would take a picture, and stand in front of me whenever you have time 

You will be the only one i see  

And you will know without me even telling you that you shine 

  

I wish i could be your pillow 

Which you keep squeezing whenever going through tough times 

Just like that i will absorb all your tears and your cries 

  

I wish i could be that bear 

Which is always by your side 

And when you don't see it, you starts to cry and your eyes go dry 

And the moment you find it,  

There you see, that relief and genuine smiles 

  

I wish i could be a diary, on which you write about your times 

Doesn't matter they were good or bad sometimes 

A diary which knows about the things that you do when you are by yourself 

I would know about your thoughts when you are angry or dieing of embarrassment and wanna hide
in your shelf 

I could be the one you you would tell anything without any worries 

And someone who will listen to all your made up stories 

I could be someone who can see your true self without any eyes 

And i could be the one who will never say you good byes 

  

But if i becomes a mirror  

I might break and my pieces might hurt you 

If i becomes a pillow 

After sometime i might never able to absorb you 

If i become a Bear  

The thoughts that i might get replaced places me in cold 

And if i became a diary  

I might not be able to hold and ran out of pages and someday might get sold 
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I wish, i wish, i wish......
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 Finding Peace

Its like i am living in a loop 

Cause everyday feels the same 

There are some laughs 

But most time what I see, best ideas in drain 

Its like my mind is divided in half 

One for the studies and one is to stop from falling apart 

Its like i am living inside a game 

Some time i am controlling myself 

But sometimes my feelings turns into auto play 

  

Nowadays it all feels the same 

Some are genuine but most are fake laughs 

  

Its like there is a war going on inside my head 

One side supporting darkness and other trying to protect what i once cared too much about 

One supporting the lonely peace and other trying to find the peace in the crowd 

And in the end just like a real war  

No matter who wins, the change just gonna destroy me from inside and outside, equal size 

  

Peace in being lonely, cause there is no one to disturb you 

Or the peace in the crowd, where you won't get left for even a minute and full of cheerful sounds 

Peace in talking with yourself 

Or the peace where you wont have to talk to a shelf 

It's upto the time, thats where the answer lies 

But one thing is for sure 

Whoever wins, you gonna loose something from deep inside 

It might be something you once thought as a unique part of you 

Or something that people thought and liked you for 

But just know that, it's changing for the good  

You dont have to fear, cause it will change you into your true self instead of lump of wood 
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 People will always say something 

People will tell you about what you should be doing next  

Dont hope they will neither hear nor ask 

They will try to plan what you should be doing 

Making you just like them, making you running away from your dreams and hiding the bigger picture
by saying that you neither have the ability nor you will ever able to achieve 

But dont listen to those shits 

Do what you want and silent them with your triple hits (succes points) 

Your family and friends support, you should have that 

There is nothing there that can stop you from doing what you want, accept that 

And once you achieve it, your face will come in those people dream to haunt them 

And encourage others to what they want, dont hide there talents like society tried to hide yours 

Give the support that you never got and let them shine in there own skies with no limit 

So that they can keep going high, high and high 
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 A Silent Voice 

Just like they love the sea 

I need somebody to love me too 

Thats what my shadow said to me 

When i was thinking of dieing too soon
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 Pain

I like when it rains  

Especially when i m in pain 

Its the best thing to hide your tears  

And let them go in drain 

It helps you to get disappeared 

Even when you are standing in empty lanes
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 Soldier's Tears

Do you know how it feels when those bullets make you kneel 

The feeling running through your mind is greater that any pain you feel 

When it strike your one leg  

You thought i still have one left  

When it strike one arm  

You think to use the other one  

To protect your mother until your last breath  

 And when you are on the ground 

And see your comrades  

You think, well gota stand up, there is so much left that i have to protect 

  

Thats what i usually thought when i hear the word Soldier 

Who keep the nation safe and acts like a holder 

But now that time passed, i thought 

What must be there thoughts with there last tear drops in so many ways 

The happiness they carried to thier nation  

Or the sadness to thier homes 

The pride they take by being a soldier 

Or the worries they left their homes, on their hearts with a boulder 

The flashbacks of their life  

Or the moment when their flags shine upon the sky 

  

They must be happy, i believe 

I hope the God might take all the worries and make them free 

And in those last moments the only thing they can think of  

Are feelings of joy and victory... 

  

(I know, that in a war there is only one side who sees the victory, but these are just my thoughts)
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 Self Talk

Something's happening 

The more i m with someone they keep repeating it 

Repeating it? Its you who makes them spitting shit 

You are the one who never tried to Jamming it 

Me? How come? You are the one who blocked everyone whenever they tried to keep closing it 

What!the gap? Dont you remember the ones who keeps using it 

They are the ones who fucked up your life then why mine keeps losing it 

You are me man. You keep rejecting it and telling me that if not for you, you can accept those mite 

Ha... The ones with the ability to eat dead sticks, but with one difference, we are still living it,
breathing it 

  

Thats the problem you have man, you neither accepted the past nor the part, but still kept playing it  

I got the problem! Its you who gave your mind and kept getting stabbed and still keeps your heart
opening 

But when i try to closing it, its your wounds that keeps opening it 

Thats the problem we have man, the more you try to closing it the more you are losing it, losing me 

But i just wanted to be me again, then why this dark patch feels like life long stain 

  

Its there even someone just like me like you like us, just like me like you like you 

What's the point for asking that when even you can't accept wants becoming of us 

I m just asking to please my self, so that i can pray that God can give them someone for help 

I think we are still good man, even at our expenses we trying to make some one happy with their
remaining life span 

Dont worry, who knows someday even we might able to call someone our best mate 

Yeah, either way all we can do is just wait......
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 HAVOC INSIDE MY HEAD

Left for just sometime, thought it would be alright

Working overtime for you, not been able to see the sunrise

Living on coffees, starting to get headaches

But never thought that you will be the one to wreck this havoc 

Inside my head, I'm all scared, don't know what to say, its getting pretty late

Must be a hallucination bcz u are not like that, no right?

 Say something before i loose my calm side

Wrecking this havoc, inside my head inside my head 

People used to say breaking trust hurt the heart most

They must have never saw such deep chest holes

Love is something that tore me up from inside and gave dark wounds that never gonna heal with
time 

But it was nothing compared to the knife, that i got hit by, when you attacked, from the back side
backstabbed, 

My head, i m becoming a maniac 

Lost too much of my red cells 

White are becoming black ones, live is like a FUCKING HELL!

My friends asked what was going inside that heart of mine 

Its not fine was what i wanted to say 

NEGATIVE SIR my mind and it said okay

Now, End of the day are just sad tones

Everything is getting boring, sad thoughts keeps getting pouring, drowning, its getting shrouding

This damn head, becoming so black, having such a hard time, getting up back

I m gonna avenge, need a revenge

What is this i m thinking? I m becoming a

Maniac, this damn cardiac, maniac 

Wrecking havoc, inside this small head 
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